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SNIPER SLED DRAG BAG

LONG 57` E57B
Part Number

S.S.D.B.L. E57BMM/5
Color

MULTICAM
Composition
100% POLIAMMIDICA

UNIQUE SIZE

WASH INSTRUCTIONS
Wash
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Bleaching

Ironing

Dry wash

Drying

sodgear.com
SNIPER SLED DRAG BAG

LONG 57` E57B

MODEL DESCRIPTIONS
BE CAREFUL: ITEM WILL BE AVAILABLE WITHIN 15-20 DAYS
Product Details
Weight: 8 lbs 10 oz
Dimensions main bag: 57"l x 14"w x 2.5"d
The E57B is nearly identical to our E2B Sniper Sled Drag Bag. The main part of the rifle bag is simply extended, a little at each
end, to make the overall interior length 57". Examples of weapons that can be carried in this bag are the Barrett L82A1M, fully
assembled.
Our unique triple-fold rifle design is the only tapered bag that folds flat into a shooting mat. The third leaf also serves as an
internal divider panel, which makes this an excellent two-rifle case. The E2B features a MOLLE-type attachment system for its
three removable bags. The middle of these bags is a MOLLE compatible-version of Eberlestocks A2MP MultiPack . Other
improved features include a secure, adjustable, and removable harness system. The harness can be mounted two ways,
180-degrees apart, so that you can carry the bag with your rifle barrel up, or in a lower-profile barrel-down mode. Super-strong
drag loops are fitted to either end. The interior features MOLLE/PALS-type webbing and two large plastic-mesh zippered
pockets (shielded from your rifle by the middle leaf), secure and adjustable weapon tie-downs, and a fold-in rifle crown
protector.

The bag also features an internal pocket for securing the stock of a shorter rifle. This provides a second securing

place for a shorter rifle inside of the E57B (please note: there is no pocket for holstering a rifle longer than 53", rifles over this
length are supported by the keeper straps)
There is a full MOLLE/PALS array covering the front panel beneath the detachable bags.
Actual weight = 8 lbs., 9 oz. Shipping dimensional weight = 24 lbs.

Part Number

S.S.D.B.L. E57BMM/5

Code MEPA

S.S.D.B.L. E57BMM/5
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